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Abstract

2. Related works

Arabic and Latin script identification in printed and
handwritten nature present several difficulties because
the Arabic (printed or handwritten) and the
handwritten Latin scripts are cursive scripts of nature.
To avoid all possible confusions which can be
generated, we propose in this paper an accurate and
suitable designed system for script identification at
word level which is based on steerable pyramid
transform. The features extracted from pyramid sub
bands serve to classify the scripts on only one script
among the scripts to identify. The encouraging and
promising results obtained are presented in this
research paper.

The script identification state of the art shows that
the existing systems can be classified in to three main
categories. Thus, we distinguish the systems based on
the global analysis, the systems based on the local
analysis and the systems based on the hybrid analysis.
The systems based on global analysis regard a text
block as being only one entity and thus do not make
recourse to other analyses from text line or word and
connected component. Among these systems, Wood et
al present in [16] a system based on the horizontal and
vertical projection profiles analyses to discriminate
Latin, Chinese and Arabic scripts for text blocks. In
[2], [12] and [15], the authors propose a system based
on the idea that the various scripts have different
textures.
The systems based on local analysis are focused on
the analysis of the intrinsic features of various scripts ],
[8],[20], [21], [22]. In [14], the proposed system uses
the distribution of concavities to the top of the
characters in the text lines to discriminate the Asian
and the Latin scripts. This feature is also used in the
same context in [9] with other features such as the
distribution of concavities to the bottom, the heights
distribution and alignments high and low of the
characters. In [3], in addition to the concept of
concavities distributions, the authors propose the
horizontal projection profile analyses of the text lines,
the heights distribution of the characters as well as the
localization of the connected components within the
same character (encased, at the top, at the bottom, on
the right, on the left) to discriminate between European
scripts and Oriental scripts. Within the same
framework, several systems were presented in [4], [7],
[11].
In the same category of systems, we distinguish
also the systems based on the connected component
models. These models are often obtained starting from
training data sets. In this category, the system
developed in [5] makes it possible to treat up to 13
different scripts by comparison between textual
symbols extracted from text block to be identified and
the connected component models. The same idea is

1. Introduction
Current research in the field of document image
analysis aims at conceiving and implementing
automatic systems able to differentiate several scripts
in order to select the recognition system appropriate to
a given textual entity.
The produced documents each day in the whole
world comprise different scripts, printed and
handwritten types especially in the international
administrative environments. Consequently, the
automation of the script and the nature identification of
the text blocks contained in document images became
a need in any optical character recognition system.
The general framework of this paper is articulated
around the script recognition systems in multilingual
document images. The essential objective is to propose
a strategy making it possible the reliable identification
of Arabic and Latin scripts in printed and handwritten
types.
In the sequel, we start initially with a synthesis of the
existing systems for script and nature identification.
We then propose a three decision levels strategy from
Arabic and Latin texts identification in printed and
handwritten types. Lastly, we achieve this paper by the
experimental results obtained on a 1200 word images
data set.
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Arabic script for printed or handwritten types and
handwritten nature from Latin script. This similarity is
caused by the cursive nature of these last scripts. The
other confusions found between the printed and the
handwritten for Latin script are justified by the fact that
many writers do not use the ligatures between the
letters in their styles of writings in handwritten nature.
To illustrate these similarities, we present an example
of text block for Arabic (printed and handwritten)
(Figure 1) and an example of Latin text block (printed
and handwritten) (Figure 2).
To avoid all possible confusions which can be
generated by the various similarities presented above,
we propose in this paper a new texture descriptor based
on Steerable Pyramids transform. Our motivation in
using Steerable Pyramids relies not only on the fact
that they have demonstrated discrimination properties
for texture characterization [19], but also that unlike
other image decomposition methods, the feature
coefficients are less modified under the presence of
image rotations, or even scales.

used in [6] to identify 6 different scripts in handwritten
nature. In the same sense, other systems were proposed
in [7] [17].
The systems based on hybrid analysis seek to develop
script differentiation strategies exploiting all
information available in the three principal levels of a
textual entity script to identify: a text block, a text line
or a word, and connected component. These strategies
combine the global and local analyses. Within this
framework, the suggested systems are based on the
connected component analyses by adding another level
of analysis which can be either the text line or the text
block. The analyses used within the framework of this
category of systems are similar to those used in the two
categories of systems described above. Among these
systems, we quote the systems described in [13].

3. Complexity of Arabic and Latin
differentiation in printed and handwritten
texts
The study of the systems presented in the precedent
section shows that there are two strategy types to
identify the script for any analysis categories (global,
local, hybrid). The first is based on the features vector
and a classifier while using training and test data sets.
The second is based on the pre-established models or
on the research of the existence or the absence of
intrinsic features of each script. In the same
framework, we notice that the first strategy type use
only one decision level and only one features vector to
differentiate at the same time the scripts. This one level
could be enough if the scripts to be identified do not
present some similarities.
In the same sense, the state of the art on the script
identification shows that the existing systems treated
either printed nature or handwritten nature. Within this
framework, it is significant to note that the majority of
systems are interested to printed nature rather than
handwritten nature. Few systems treated handwritten
nature [6]. This observation could be explained by the
fact that the script identification is easier to printed
nature than to handwritten nature. Thus, a printed text
is uniform since it has some regularity in lines, words
and letters of a given alphabet whereas a handwritten
text is not uniform since it depends on the writing style
of the writer. Also, we indicate that few systems are
interested at the same time in printed and handwritten
nature of the same script [1], [4], [8], [17]. The
analysis of the results presented in [8], shows several
confusions between the printed and the handwritten
types for Arabic script and between this last script and
the handwritten nature for Latin script. These
confusions come mainly from the similarities between

Figure 1.Left: Printed Arabic words, Right:
Handwritten Arabic words

Figure 2.Left: Printed Latin words, Right:
Handwritten Latin words

4. Steerable pyramid (S.P)
The Steerable Pyramid [18], is a linear multi-scale,
multi-orientation image decomposition, that provides a
useful front-end for image-processing and computer
vision applications. The S.P can capture the variation
of a texture in both intensity and orientation.
The synoptic diagram for the decomposition (both
analysis and synthesis) is shown in (Figure 3). Initially,
the image is separated into low and high pass sub
bands, using filters L0 and H0. The low pass sub band
is then divided into a set of oriented band pass sub
bands and a lower pass sub band. This lower pass sub
band is sub sampled by a factor of 2 in the X and Y
directions. The recursive (pyramid) construction of a
pyramid is achieved by inserting a copy of the shaded
portion of the diagram at the location of the solid
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script identification. The scatter plots, (Figure .5),
show clearly how the features measurements
m
differs
between scripts. We use just the two columns
s
deviation
containing the mean and standard
measurements.

circle. The basic functions of the steeraable pyramid are
directional derivative operators that coome in different
sizes and orientations.
The necessary conditions for a filtter basis to be
steerable, is the ability to synthesize a filter of any
orientation from a linear combination oof filters at fixed
orientations (Figure. 4).

Figure 3.First level of steerablee pyramid
decomposition [18]
The simplest example of this is orientedd first derivative
of Gaussian filters, at 0o and 90o:
α1 = 0º , α 2 = 90º
The steering equation:
α

G1 ( x, y ) = cos(α )G ( x, y ) + sinn(α )G
0º
1

90 º
1

Figure 5.Training data set scatter plot

4. S.P based script identifica
ation strategy

( x, y )

We consider text and non teext as regions with
different
textures.
Since
the
t
distinguishing
characteristics of text are freq
quency information,
orientation, approximately with thee same size and line
thickness, located at a regular distaance from each other,
we can use them to characterizee text regions with
steerable pyramid decomposition.. (Figure .6) shows
the synoptic diagram of proposed system.

We can synthesize a filter at any orienntation by linear
0º

90 º

combination of filters G1 and G1 . We can
synthesize an image at any orientaation by linear
combination of the convolution of thatt image with the
0º

90 º

filters G1 and G1
0º
1

:

0º
1

90 º

For R = G ∗ I and R1
The resulting image is
α

= G190 º ∗ I

Input Word image

R1 ( x, y ) = cos(α )G ( x, y ) + sin((α )G
0º
1

90 º
1

( x, y )
Preprocessing

Filter set

0°

90°

Filters
geeneration: High
pass,
p
low pass,
band pass

ssynthesized 45°

S.P decompositiion

Input image

Features extraction
n

Figure 4.Filters combinatioon [19]
Classification: PA/PL/HL
L/HA

We tested the S.P on 300 printed Arabic text bloc, 300
printed Latin text bloc, 300 handwrittten Arabic text
bloc and 300 handwritten Latin ttext bloc. This
particular steerable pyramid contains 4 orientation sub
bands, at 2 scales each. For each imagge sub bands, we
calculated the variance, the mean, the hhomogeneity and
energy. The obtained results encouraage us to use it

Figure 6.Synoptic diagram of proposed system
S.P decomposition: We used a steeerable pyramid with
4 orientation sub bands, at 2 scaales. The number of
orientations may be adjusted by changing the
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derivative order (for example, the first dderivatives yield
two orientations). In figure 7 and 8, wee show a sample
decomposition of two text blocs

•

Energy
n

E = ∑ p (i, j ) 2
i, j

•

Homogeneity

H =∑
i, j

•

i, j

To try out the proposed strateg
gy, we constituted a
data set of 800 word images inccluding 200 of each
class: printed Latin, printed Arabic, handwritten Arabic
and handwritten Latin. We then subdivided
s
this data
set in two data sets: a data set fo
or the training and a
data set for the test containing each
e
one 100 word
images of each class.
nd types (printed and
For scripts (Arabic and Latin) an
handwritten) identification, we used
u
the K nearest
neighbors classifier with K=3, 5 an
nd 7. We found that
the best identification rates are obtaained with K=5.
The S.P parameters tested are sp0filter, sp3filter,
sp5filter with respectively 2, 4, 6 orientations
o
and 1, 2,
3 and 4 levels. We found that th
he best identification
rates are obtained by sp3filter with 4 orientations and 2
levels.
Table 1 synthesizes the correct identification rates
obtained our proposed system. In this table, we used
CI, C, PA, PL, HA and HL abbrev
viations respectively
to represent correct identification rate,
r
Confusion rate,
Printed Arabic, Printed Latin, Han
ndwritten Arabic and
Latin Handwritten. The overall correct
c
identification
rate obtained is about 97.5 %.

Features extraction: The feature vector (with
dimension 90 to represent 18 suub bands) was
constructed based on the computed mean μmn, the
standard deviation σmn, the kurtossis Kmn of the
magnitude of the transformed word image and the
energy Emn, the homogeneity Hmn andd the correlation
Cmn calculated from gray-level co-occcurence matrix
applied to the same transformed woord image. This
feature vector is defined as:
FV= [μ11 σ11 E11 H11 C11 … μ18 σ18 E18 H18 C18]
Where,
M

Mean

Table 1.Correct identification rates
r
of proposed
strategy.

N

∑∑ I ( x, y)
i

•

Script
and
Nature
PL
PA
HA
HL
Moy

x =1 y =1

μ=

Standard deviation

M×N
M

N

∑∑ [I (x, y ) − μ ]

2

i

σ =
2

•

Kurtosis

k=

x =1 y =1

M ×N
4
∑∑ [I i (x, y ) − μ ]
M

N

x =1 y =1

M × N ×σ 4

(i − μi )(
) j − μj ) Pˆ (i, j )
σiσj

5 Results and discussion

Figure 8.Steerable pyramid decomp
position with 2
levels and 4 orientations of printed L
Latin text block

•

Correlation

C=∑

position with 2
Figure 7.Steerable pyramid decomp
levels and 4 orientations of printed
d Arabic text
block

p(i, j )
1+ i − j

%CI

%C
PL
L

99%
98%
97%
96%
97.5%

1%
2%
2%
4%
2.5%

99

Confusion matrix
PA HA
HL
1
98

0
1
97
4

0
1
3
96

The analysis of the results presented
p
in table 1
shows that our strategy proposed in this paper could
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identified in a reliable way Latin printed with a correct
identification rate about 99 %. On the other hand, there
are some confusion between the handwritten Arabic
and the handwritten Latin because their cursive nature.
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Conclusion and future work

The work developed in this paper aims at setting
up a system of differentiation between the Arabic and
the Latin script in printed and handwritten types. Thus,
we begin with a study from the existing systems of
script differentiation. Within this framework, we
showed that the majority of systems are interested in
printed nature. Few systems treated handwritten nature.
We then proposed a strategy which is based on
steerable pyramid transform.
Currently, the improvements of the proposed
strategy are to combine the local and global text block
analyses and especially to solve the confusion
problems which still exist between Handwritten Arabic
and Handwritten Latin scripts.
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